A message from Dr Sally Phillips,
Head of Health Services, Zurich Australia

Every journey is unique,
and requires personalised care
As per previous years, cancer remains one
of the leading claims causes for 2021 across
Zurich and OnePath Life Insurance products,
which is not surprising given cancer is a major
cause of illness and death in Australia. Although
life insurers cannot pay for treatment, we play a
key role in the healthcare ecosystem in Australia.
In 2021, it was estimated that in Australia about
151,000 Australians will be diagnosed with
cancer (413 per day) and that 49,000 (135 per
day) will die2. By providing valuable benefits
including Death, Trauma, TPD and Income
Protection we can work together to support
the holistic health of many Australians much
earlier in the journey.
Mental health condition claims also continue
to be a leading cause of disability claim,
both across Income Protection and TPD
benefits. This is understandable given that
1 in 5 Australians reported that they had a
mental health condition during the National
Health Survey conducted between July
2017 and June 20183. We understand the
challenges that customers with mental health
conditions face and have a highly skilled
and professional claims teams to partner
with you in supporting your clients to feel healthier.
We are in a constant state of innovation and
growth, always looking at ways we can better
support you and your clients. Our team is
made up of many caring, skilled and dedicated
individuals across claims administration,
claims assessment and rehabilitation services,
ensuring that we have a personalised approach
to every claimant.
The work we all do, whether as an insurer or
adviser is critical and fundamental - we protect
the health of people. We are proud to partner
with you in creating healthier lives for your clients
and you can count on us to be there when it
matters most.  

Dr Sally Phillips
Head of Health Services,
Zurich Australia

1 https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/cancer-screening/cancer-screening-and-covid-19-in-australia/contents/
did-fewer-people-screen-for-cancer-during-the-covid-19-pandemic
2 https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/cancer/cancer-in-australia-2021/summary
3 https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/australias-health/mental-health
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Important information
This general information does not take into account the personal
circumstances, financial situation or needs of any person. This publication is
intended for the general information of licensed financial advisers only and
is dated March 2022. The information collected is given in good faith and is
derived from sources believed to be accurate as at this date, which may be
subject to change. Whilst the names have been changed to protect individual
claimants, case studies used are based on the actual circumstances of
claimants. They are for illustrative purposes only, and claims will be assessed
based on the specific circumstances of each individual case. Unless
otherwise shown, figures are drawn from Zurich and OnePath claims
experience 2021. It should not be considered to be a comprehensive
statement on any matter and should not be relied on as such. You should
consider these factors, the appropriateness of the information and the relevant
Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Target Market Determination (TMD),
if applicable, before making any decisions or recommendations. You can find
these on our websites at zurich.com.au and onepathinsurance.com.au.
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